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a)

Abstract

b)
A design study is beinq carried
out for the European Science Foundation
of an electron
storage
ring
which will,
if built,
be an extremely
intense
dedj cated
The objective
is to provide
many
source
of x-radiation.
with a characteristic
wavcports
from hendlng maqnets,
length
(‘cl
of 1 fi; a few hard
x-ray ports
from wiqundulators
proglers,
with i,: ? l/4 A, and SIX tunable
viding
rlu;lsi-monochromatic
radi.atron
from 1 1 to 25 8.
A very
hgh
hri ghtnc.ss
IS rrqui red.
The paper doscribes
a well-behaved
magnet lattice
giving
a very low emittance
coupled with approprintp
beam parameters
in different
regions
of the lattice.
prelimrnary
outline
of some of the other maln
fcatuvps
of the proposed
storage
riny is included.
--Introduction

A

and Objectives

The European Science
Foundation
ad hoc Commattcc
for synchrotron
radiation
has set up a "machine
substudy (including
cost
qro up” to carry out a feasibility
estimates)
of ari electron
storage
ring which would,
If
built,
be an extremely
intense
and brlaht
dedicated
source
of x-radlatinn.
The olqectlves
of the storage
riny
deslqn are to
provide
the following
basic
facilities:Many ports
qjving
synchrotron
radiat-ion
with
high
a)
intensity
and high brightness
with a normal spctrum
and a characterrstic
wavelength
of 1 i (12.4 keV).
These are the normal bending
maynct ports.
Several
ports
using short wlgqlers
to produce
b)
higher
energy radiation,
with a characteristic
wavelength
of 0.25 fi (50 keV).
A variety
of undulators
(wigglers
with a large
c)
number of periods
which
produce
quasi-monochromatir
radiation)
to provide
very high brightness
sources
over
a restricted
wavelength
range - the range of particular
interest
being 1 to 25 i (12.4 to 0.5 keV).
summed over all the beam ports,
A total
aperture,
d)
of at least
500 mrad.

Cl
d)
e)
f)
9)
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Synchrotron

Radiation*

large number of photons/second:
small divergence
and small beam size in the vertical plane (for many experiments,
the small divcrqence is the more important)
;
small beam size in the horizontal
plane;
high angular
stability;
high position
stability;
short bunch length
(< 200 ps);
good beam lifetime
(8-10 hours).

In accelerator
terms,
this means n md.l!Lnc WI th ‘I
low emittance,
a small coupling,
a high current,
an adequate amount of straight
section
space for wrgglers
and undulators,
and appropriate
amplitude
functions
(P-functions)
In both planes.
It was decided
to include
3 m straight
sectlons
for w.Iqqlers,
and 6.8 m straiqhts
for undulators.
The [j-function
should be high in the
undulator
straights,
and low in the wiggler
straights.
The dispersion
should be zero in these regions.
In
the bending magnets,
the horizontal
I>-value
should be
low, but the vertical
should not be too low, because
of the importance
of a small vertical
divergence.
Another
important
factor
in the design has been
the desire
for a well-behaved
and flexible
magnet latclose
link between the optics
nf
There is a very
t1ce.
the circulating
beam and the experimental
instruments
(e.g.
monochromators)
and detectors.
It is impossible
to predict
with certainty
the optimum beam optics
for
the storage
ring or Pven simultaneously
to optimise
t.he
machine for all possible
users,
Tt is therefore
highly
desirable
to be able to adlust
the iZJ-functions
from
time
to time and to have a lattice
which is flrxlblc
rn
thi s respect.
Magnet

Lattice

Deslyn

A lattice
which matches the requirements
fail iy
well(l)
is shown in Fig. 1, which also shows the di sp'rsion and F-functions.
Table 1 lists
the maqnet ln,3ramcbeam par-anetc~
s.
ters and the resulting

The requirement
for 1 ! radiation
from the bending
magnets
can be met with an electron
energy of less than
1 &! rad4 GeV, but to allow a possibility
of achieving
an enerqy of 5 GeV has been
iation
from an undulator,
chosen.
The features
of the beams considered
important
have been put in order of priority

for

TABLE 1
Lattice

Parameters

Energy
Circumference
Number of cells
Bending radius
No. of dipoles
per cell
Length of dipole
Field
in dipole
Quadrupoles
:Length
DlA
1.0
Fl
1.0
DIB
I,0
D2
0.7
F2
0.7
D3
0.7
F3
0.7
Horizontal
emittance
Beam sizes
at centre:;x(mm)
6.8 m straight
0.50
3.0 m straight
0.11
dipole
magnet 1
0.18
dipole
magnet 2
0.18
(for 5% emittance
coupled
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5 GeV
604 m
12
22.36 m
4
2.93 m
0.74 T
(m)
gradient
cm-‘)
0.62
0.89
0.51
0.49
O.bi
0.57
0.68
1.1 x lo-” m.rad
I-k(mrad)
I~z(mm) .b(mrad)
0.02
0.07
0.007
0.10
0.03
0.019
0.05
0.08
0.007
0.05
0.11
0.005
into vertical
plane)
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Fig.1
The lattice
design is based on an achromatic
arc.
For a small emittance,
the quantity
y defined
by
Sands(?)
as
sY=

+ [r,2 + (I:r'

- ;

[i'r,)~]

be small,
and to achieve
this
the dispersion
n in
the bending magnets must be low. Because 11 increases
along the length
of the bending magnets,
they must
therefore
be short.
To achieve
flexibility
the "synunetry quadrupole"
has been split;
this
also enables
chromaticity
correction
sextupoles
to be inserted
more
easily.
The cell
is thus fairly
lonq, with rather
a
large
number of magnets,
between which are inserted
the
necessary
straight
sections
for wigglers
and undulators.
must

Turning
to the b-function,
we note that the vertical beam size depends only on the coupling
and on the
horizontal
I>-value.
The vertical
i' is not important
so
long as it is not too large.
The horizontal
B should be
fairly
high for undulators
and fairly
low for wigglers.
It can he seen from Table 1 that a very low emittance is achieved.
The price
paid is that the lattice
has a large
circumference
and a large number of maqnets.
Chromaticity
correction
can be achieved
satisfactorily
tupoles
in each half cell.
ples
1s shown in Fig.1.

Tentative

TABLE 2
parameter

Energy
Beam current
No. of stored
electrons
Mean radius
Betatron
oscillations
per
(horizontal,
vertical)
Momentum compaction
factor
Vacuum chamber aperture
Characteristic
wavelength
Photon flux
at 1 i

list

5 Gev
565
7.12
96.2

m

turn
26.2,

13.7

6.6

x

70
1

10-4

mm x 25

mm

w

4. 5 x

1o13

photons/s/mrad/
0.1% bandwidth
Wiggler
characteristic
wavelength
Wiggler
photon flux at hc
Injection
energy
Radiation
loss per turn from dipoles
Additional
loss per wiggler
Total
synchrotron
radiation
power
including
6 wigglers
R.i.
frequency

500

Harmonic
number
Peak voltage
(10

4.08

0.25
4.5
5

R.f.

power

i
x

1011

GeV

2.47
31
1.5

MeV
keV
Mw

MHz (main)
1000 MHz
(harmonic)
1008

hr quantum

lifetime)

has been studiedt3)
and
with a set of three
sexThe location
of the sextu-

Computations
using the PETROS (4) program indicate ("I that the lattice
is well-behaved
and stable,
Different
lattice
optics
with considerably
different
a-functions
are certainly
possible
though they have
yet been explored
in detail.

mA
x 101"

requirement

Mv

(main r.f.)
1.35
MV
(harmonic)
2 MW
(main r.f.1
100 kW

(approx.)

(harmonic)

Natural

bunch

length

ci =

10 mm (main

not

r.f.
= 30

only)

mm (with
harmonic)

Storage

Ring

Parameters

storage
ring paraA preliminary
list
of the main
meters
is given in Table 2. The current
has been chosen
to give a linear
radiation
density
in the bending magto be a practical
upnets of 10 kW/m, which is thought

3810

per limit
allowing
will
occur in the
ports.

for the
"crotch"

higher
region

local
density
which
of the extraction

In arriving
at figures
for radiation
loss and of
allowance
has been made for six 3-pole
pwer
input,
wiggler
magnets each long enough to give 15 mrad hor izontal
benrl in the centre
pole with
lc = 0.25 8.
The choice
of radio
frequency
presents
some dlffi(below 100 MHz) is advantageous
culty.
A low frequency
in giving
a longer
bunch length
and henct> reduced higher order mode losses.
Howver,
the cavity
st.rurturP
will
be long and the r .f. equipment
expensive.
From all enqlneerinq
and cost considerations
a high frequency
is
prefprahle,
500 MHz being the lowest
frequency
for
which cheap efficient
power sources
are readily
nva~lHowever th(> very short bunch length,
whilst
atable.
tractive
to some users,
may qivc problems,
Tn counterit 1s proposed
to include
a second harmonic
act this,
system.
The voltage
and power required,
though greater
than for a third
harmonic,
are not excessive>,
and this
choice
leads to maximum bunch lenqthenlnq
and the required
beam aperture
is possible
with good shunt Imp?dance.
The proposed
in]ect Ion energy is 5 &IV, the injector being a synchrotron
cycling
at 10 Hz so that a mettal vacuum chamber can be used. By injecting
at the opmany problems
are avoided.
In particuerating
energy,
lar,
as magnets will
not need to be ramped, it should
be possible
to maintain
the position
and dircctjon
of
the synchrotron
radiation
beams very stable
over long
periods.
Also,
frequent
“topping-up”
can be used to
maintain
constant
intensity
of radiation.

Undulators
There are various
possible
designs
for undulators
and they will
no doubt be changed from time to time
during
the life
of the machine.
An output
at 1 # can be
achieved
either
by using a linear
magnet which has a
very small vertical
aperture,
and has to be put into
position
after
the closed
orbit
has been corrected;
or
by usiny a harmonic
from a higher
fieid
full
aperture
undul ator.
Radiation
up to about 25 A can be obtained
at 5 GeV with a 30 pole undulatoroin
the space available,
and this would tune to 100 A at 2.5 GeV.

a) Full aperture
undulator.
Gil]'
lli~lc~llt
45 mm.
wavelength
56 mm,
Undulator
90 periods,
1nax lI?iilll
f , t 1 (1 0 , 4 ‘1’
With B=0.08 T, E-5 GI-V, thr total
urdulcitor'
ra~llatc~cl
power is 235 W, with thr peak at 3. 15 ii. The numbc>r of
photons/s
in a 5% bandwidth
(rnlnlmum bnri,lwrrlt 11 defi n~:i
by the divergence
of the elccytron
brAam) IS 5.2 x 101'.
This is the number of photons
th~c)uq~~ <-1~~~nholt
!;ubt PIIding a sol id snylc approxirniit
cl\
l//:
bcl:lii
x fl <1('1 ir,n,i1
i.c a solid
angle apI\roximatcly
's x IO-"
mraclq.
width,
With
racij
1s at 5 l!,
is at 1 !
bandwidth).
tot

al

GOlny

B--O.23 ‘I’, Sc~vcl-Lll
atp1-l pobf>l ri ~(5s
with a power of
with 26.4 w (1.32

tC

B-0.71

of undulators
using linear
below.
For- larger
wavewavelength
of 125 mm, a hel.

tilt,

t($t<il

J"'"“"

'1!>f':i

kW and 2 x IO li l)hotons/s
in 5, k~<l:lrl*~l~itlobtained
usiny the 7th hal-rnc~nir~,

3.75

if.)

<ii

0.95

II ril’t’

b) If a small-aperture
undulatol
1s used, fol Lnstancca
with permanent
maqnets moved jnto poc;it~(jll
‘lftciltIltA
beam has been stacked
and the (~10~3~1 PI bl t (‘0~ ! (b(.t c.ti,
one might arhievc:
Undulator
wavc>lclnqth
Iti mm, 12’) ~)t’: itlii: , f , 1 i (iI 21 ‘1
which glvcs a total
~mwer of 730 ‘I~?, of :&I<‘!* 135 1: ic, lrl
a 5% bdndwidth
centred
on thf’ fiindawntal
:&i~i~!~~~~rjt h at
0.875
$ (i.e.
3.75
x lOit
phntons’s).

ity

The intention
study report

is to publish
on this proposed

a tic>talled
fat illty

ccasibll1979.
ii uring
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